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Abstract 
The basic problem in information retrieval is that largescale 
searches can only match terms specified by the user to terms 
appearing in documents in the digital library collection. 
Intermediate sources that support tcrm suggestion can thus 
enhance retrieval by providing altentative search terms for the 
user. Term suggestion increases the recall, while interaction 
enables the user to attempt to not decrease the precision. 

We are building a prototype user interface that will become the 
Web interface for the University of Illinois Digital Library 
Initiative @LI) testbed. It supports the principle of multiple 
views, wherc different kinds of term suggestors can be used to 
complement search and each other. This paper dixusses its 
operation with two complementary term suggestors, subject 
thesauri and co-occurrence lists, and compares their utility. 
Thesauri are generatad by human indexers and place selected 
terms in a subject hierarchy. Co-occurrence lists are generated by 
computer and place all terms in frequency order of occurrence 
together. This paper concludes with a discussion of how multiple 
views can help provide good quality Search for the Net. 

This is a paper about the design of a retrieval system prototype 
that allows users to simultaneously combine terms offered by 
different suggestion techniques, not about comparing the merits 
of each in a systematic and controlled way. It offers no 
experimental results. 

Introduction to search terms 
Effective information retrieval on an on-line document collection 
CIOSCIY rescmblff the problem of effectively scarching a library 
Catalog by subject. As opposed to a known-item search, where 
you know what you want from the start and can provide precise 
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title and/or author information, ai the start of a subject search YOU 

only know that you want documents "about" something. The set 
of documents you come away with depends on the set of wo& 
you provide to the retrieval system and the ways in which it 
allows you to apply those words to the database. And even whcn 
you have a set of documents that appear relevant to your problem. 
you can never be sure that there are not more documents in the 
collection that you might find useful. This illustrates the 
completeness problem inherent in all information retrieval 
systems. 

To attempt greater completeness of a set of retrieved documents, 
you might combine into one larger set the results of s e v d  
different searches, each with a different search term. But here the 
problem of precision ariscs: as you use more search terms to 
retrieve a set of documents (assuming a Boolean "or" or set union 
between each term used), the proportion of documents in that set 
that you would consider relevant to your problem tends to 
decrease. Even a retrieval set based on only one search term mzy 
contain a lot of irrelevant documents while still excluding many 
of the relevant documents in the collection. Doing effective 
information retrieval, then, largely depends on picking searcn 
terms that, in your own judgment, yield retrieval sets that contain 
a high proportion of relevant documents while excluding few, if 
any, of the other relevant documents in the collection. In shorf 
you need to specify search terms that retrieve relevant documents 
with completeness and precision. 

Picking the "right" search terms for your problem depends on 
how well you know the vocabulary used in the documents you 
want to retrieve. Therefore, you can typicaily get useful rcsul+s 
when searching a collection of documents within your own fie13 
of expertise, but outside of that you will not have as much s u m s  
even if you know the desired concepts, because you will not 
always know the c o m t  terms to use for your search. Despite 
user knowledge that several terms within a particular domain may 
have the same meaning, known retrieval technology can only 
match t m s  provided by the searcher to terms literally occurring 
in documents or indexing records in the collection. While 
techniques like word stemming can improve retrieval somewhat, 
retrieval based on synonyms and other latent content of 
documents requires access to auxiliary search term datab- 
outside of the actual document collection. 
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The use of term suggestion for information retrieval 
Information specialists have long worked to bring the 
vocabularies used by searchers closer to those of the collections 
they maintain. Conventional library catalogs typically have the 
benefit of human indexers who assign "aboutncss" to documents 
in the form of subject terms assigned to their bibliographic 
records. These come from collections of preferred subject tenns, 
called subject thesauri, provided to indexers and searchers alike. 
The Libmy of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) is probably 
the most widely known example, even though by many criteria it 
is not a particularly good one [6]. 

Indexing organizations, such as IEEE or the National Library of 
Medicine, that concentrate on specialized areas of knowledge tend 
to ;iroduce detailed subject thesauri that present terms in highly 
organized ways that reflect how subject experts in those fields 
understand those terms. Subject thesauri also provide synonym 
control. which reduces the number of different phrasw used for a 
subject search to those used by the indexers of the document 
collection. The idea is to collapse a set of semantically equivalent 
t ams  into one preferred term that you can then use to actually 
retrieve bibliographic records. Otherwise, you may have the right 
concept in mind, which in principle should retrieve documents 
with sufficient completeness and precision, but in practice docs 
not because the authors and indexers used a different term for that 
concept. 

Besides providing vocabulary control for retrieval based OD 
subject headings, thesauri also provide tracings between preferred 
tenns that can suggest broader, narrower, and non-hierarchically 
related altematives to the initial search term. Thesauri thus 
provide a dual function: they help you avoid search terms not 
used by indexers while they suggest other search terms which 
have distinct and precise meanings within a number of conceptual 
schema. 

The idea of a thesaurus "suggesting" terms to the searcher is just 
that: the onus of selecting suitable terms for effective retrieval 
still rests on the searcher, but the thesaurus reveals much about 
the indexing of the collection and thus makes the searcher's job 
much easier. Effective suggesting of terms can come from other 
mechanisms as well: browseable keyword and keyword-in- 
context lists, classification schemes, co-occurrence lists, and even 
bibliographic records with multiple subject term assignments. All 
of these mechanisms give you external structural cues when 
searching document collections. But they can only suggest t a m s  
to use; you must decide for yourself whether to use them or not. 

Each of the term suggestion mechanisms listed above present to 
the searcher, in their own unique ways. the content of the 
document collection. Thesauri are constructtd over time and 
change as the collection grows and the terminology of the fields it 
covers changes. Classification schema (e.g. the Dewey Dacimal 
System) evolve in the same way, but have a more rigid structure 
in that they try to lay out all terms within a single grand 
hierarchical sequence. Bibliographic records cluster both 
thesaurus terms and classification terms around a single document 
to desaibe what it is about. All three of these are the rcsult of 
intellectual effort by professional indexers, and provide 
indispcnsable term suggestion mechanisms for locating 
documents with the same kinds of "aboutness." 

Professional indexers only include a term in a thesaurus or a 
classification scheme if it occurs in the literature that they index. 
Even then, it must endure a sort of canonization ritual, where it 
lives as a free text identifier (rather like a blessed frce-text term) 
for a time. If it demonstrates enough usefulness there, and can 
also fill a gap in meaning in the present version of the thesaurus 
or classification scheme, only then will the lexicographer add it in 
the appropriate place. This tendency towards conservatism in 
thesaurus construction keeps the structure of thesauri stable and 
the terms within them viable over extended periods. 

Co-occurrence lists, in contrast, are the result of intensive 
statistical calculations on how terms in documents in the 
colkction occur together. The co-occurrence lists for a document 
collection arc selected from a matrix containing the frequency of 
all pairs of terms occurring within, for example, the Same 
sentence. Given a term. the list of all terms co-occurring with it 
can then be displayed in frequency order for use in interactive 
term suggestion. See [3] for a description of algorithms for term 
co-occurrence analysis. Currently, supercomputers are required 
to do the nectssary computations to m a t e  such lists for large 
collections in a reasonable amount of time. 

Different views of the same collection 
Each of these term suggestion mechanisms is useful in its own 
way. A subject thesaurus presents "meaning," which terms are 
conceptually related to which, while co-occurrence lists present 
"context," which terms appear in context with which. They are 
both useful but for different purposes - the thesaurus for 
precision, since the hierarchy is "correct," and the co-occurrence 
lists for recall since they show many more closely "associated" 
terms. Thus the thesaurus reflects "real" semantics at a gross 
level while the co-occurrence reflects "real" documents at a finer 
level (since all the words from the documents are included giving 
recent coverage but without human discretion as to their 
meaning). 

By providing easy access to these various term suggestion 
mechanisms, we hope to encourage searchers to use them before 
attempting to ~ccess bibliographic records. This would reverse 
the current state of bibliographic as well as full-text retrieval, in 
which thesauri and other means of term suggestion (assuming 
they are even available) arc typically accessed only after an initial 
bibliographic query yields either too few or too many hits. 

In this paper we compare the use of two of the term-suggestion 
mechanisms described above, subject thesauri and co-occurrence 
lists, and in doing so show how cach complements the other. For 
our rtscarch, we have been using the INSPECTM Thesaurus a 
sample thesaurus, and the "concept space" generated from 
400.000 INSPEC indexing and abstracting records as a sample 
database of co-occurrence lists. These reflect roughly the Same 
document c o l l d o n  indexed by humans and by computer 
respectively. (INSPEC is the indexing and abstracting savice 
covering most of the rescarch literature in physics, electrical 
engineering, and computer science. It is maintained by the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers, the British equivalent of the 
IEEE.) 
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Our research thus far has involved constructing a prototype 
system to provide interactive term suggestion to searchers of 
digital libraries, to be incorporated into the University of Illinois 
DLI testbod. Usability studies are planned during the next six to 
eight months to t a t  the effectiveness of this system. Here we 
desaibe the possibilities that thesaurus and C O - O C C U ~ C C  list 
browsing in particular and simultaneous use of multiple auxiliary 
views of a collection in general can offer to users of information 
retrieval systems. The examples which follow are taken from 
sessions with our prototype of such a system. 

Documents and bibliographic records 
Different term suggestion mechanisms present to the user very 
different views of a bibliographic collection. Their creation, as 
well as their use, arc dictated by the very diffmnt requirements 
and expectations of various typcs of indexing, or, in terms of 
ret~ieval, by the different ways in which controlled vocabularics 
and natural language arc used. 

Figure 1. Sample INSPEC bibliographic record. 

Figure 1 illustrates a typical MSPEC bibliographic rccord as 
displayed by our prototype interface. Document surrogates such 
as this arc what we scarch for when doing retrieval. and what we 
would like thesauri and cooccurrence lists to help us find. Like 
the actual document it represents, the bibliographic record 
contains full title and author information, as well as the abstract as 
it appears in the document. Below the abstract in figure 1 (in the 
scrollable area) appear the indexing terms taken from the MSPEC 
Thcfaunrs (e.g. Database theory, Deductive databases, Inference 
mechanisms, etc.). At the bottom of the bibliographic record 
appear the classification codes and captions, which together 
constitute ~ 0 t h ~ ~  term suggestion mechanism we plan to use but 
do not discuss in this paper. 

The value added to a bibliographic rccord by having human 
indcatas assign indexing terms to it can be Seen in figure 1. The 
article is about deductive databases, and the term "deductive 
databases" appears in the title. subject terms (from the thesaurus), 
and the classification terms. The term "deductive database", a 
stcm of 'deductive databases", appears in the abstract. We could 
thus retrieve this record with the search term "deductive 
databases" with a title or subject scarch, or with a text search if 

the system we use supports word stemming. But such strong 
concurrence between title, tat ,  and subject terms is rare. 
Assuming that the indexer did a good job of determining the 
aboutness of the article, it is also about database theory (an 
admittedly broad term), inference mechanisms, knowledge 
representation, query processing, and uncertainty handling. The 
lid of classification terms adds expert systems as well. None of 
the phrascs "database theory", "knowledge representation", 
"uncertainty handling", or "expert systems" actually occur in the 
title or abstract, so a title or text search using any of those t m  
would not retrieve this record. Only a subject index m h  
would. Similarly, "inference mechanisms" does not occur in the 
ab- or title, but "inference scheme" docs; searching on tk 
single keyword "inference" would retrieve this record, but would 
duct the precision of the result set- The same is true for "query 
processing": "query evaluation" occurs in the abstract. but as with 
" i n f m c t "  searching on the single keyword "query" would 
reduce the precision of the result set. 

By using the controlled vocabulary supplied by a thesaurus, 
search-broadening techniques like word stemming and proximity 
searching arc not necessruy to retrieve records that cover the same 
concept, because indexers use the same term for that concept 
throughout the bibliographic database. This prevents records with 
other terms that represent different concepts, but match a 
stemmed or a word proximity query based on the desired term, 
from being retrieved, thus helping preserve the precision of the 
retrieved set of records. 

c 

A thesaurus, however, does not perfectly cover its subject 
domains, nor does it control all synonyms for the terms within 
them. "Inference scheme" and -query evaluation" from the 
sample bibliographic record in figure 1 arc two such terms. This 
is due in part to the lag time involved in the canonization process 
dcscribed above, as well as the inability of even the most 
thorough lexicographer to catch every synonym for a concept in 
the literature. This is where computer-generated term suggestion 
mechanisms arc most helpful. What they lack in semantic 
substance and conceptual precision they make up for in 
completeness and currentness. 

Differcnces in both form and use between subject thesauri and co- 
occumnce lists are best illustrated with an example of what a c h  
might present during the term selection proccss. As we have 
already suggested, these should offer complementaty yet 
comparable ways of retrieliing records from a database of 
bibliographic rccords or full-text documents. 

Subject thesaurus display 
Figure 2 shows the MSPEC Thesaurus record for the preferred 
term "deductive databases". one of the terms used to index the 
sample bibliographic record in figure 1. Notice that it lists a 
number of Use For references, indicated by the "UF" tracing 
label; thesc correspond to references in the thesaurus from the 
terms "intelligent databases". "KBMS", and "knowledge base 
management systems" to the prefmcd term. Terms indicated by 
the NT tracing label arc Narrower Terms (in this case none) of the 
tam; by BT, Broader Terms; by TT, Top Terms; by RT. Related 
T m  (consided associated but not in a discernibly hierarchid 
way); and by PT, Prior Terms (like UFs, but used at some t i rd  
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previously to index items now indexed in some cascs with the 
arrent  preferred term). 

The thesaurus record shown in figure 2 is essentially how it 
appears in the current printed edition of the MSPEC Thesaurus. 
It provides links to other terms, but the overall scheme into which 
it fits is dificult to discern. By tlipping pages to other entries you 
can reconstruct the hierarchy and perhaps find RT tracings that 
interest you, but this is tedious and timeconsuming. 

deductive databases 
OF btellii databases 

KBMS 
knowledge base management systems 

NT mv,e 
ET database management systems 
TT computer applications 

file organisation 
RT active databases 

DATALOG 
knoCrJledgebased~m 
bgic programming 

PT database management systems 

Figure 2. 
“deductive databases“. 

INSPEC Thesaurus record for the preferred term 

The prototype thesaurus browser we have developed provides a 
visual representation of a thesaurus by reconstructing the 
disembodied conceptual schema scattered among the thousands of 
entries in a typical thesaurus. The lefthand side of figure 3 shows 
a partial view of the MSPEC thesaurus entry for “deductive 
databases” as displayed by our prototype thesaurus browser. 
(Figure 5 shows the thesaurus browser display as it might appear 
along with other windows on the computer screen.) 

To construct a visual display for a typical entry, the thesaurus 
browser must use data from other thesaurus entries as well. 
Specifically, the thesaurus display for “deductive databases” on 
the lefthand side of figure 3 requires the browser to use NT 
tracings from the entry for “database management systems” as 
well as the entry for “information systems” and a number of other 
entries not shown. 

TO briefly explain the layout and function of the thesaurus 
browser display, scope notes and related term fracings (RTs) for 
the current term are taken directly from the thesaurus record and 
shown in the display under the phrase “Tenns related to...“. The 
hiaarchy (compiled from BT, NT, and TT tracings) in which the 
Curnnt term occurs is the principal section of the display. A little 
triangle next to an entry in the hierarchy (here called an 
“acpansion triangle”) indicates that it has narrower terms, and 
adha the triangle is upright (pointing to the right) or tipped 
over (pointing down) indicates whether the hierarchy under the 

is collapsed or expanded, respectively. 

thesaurus browser is completely hypertextual. You can click 
on my term you see on the display to see the entry for that term 

When the browser 
displays the entry for a thesaurus tern:, it automatically expands 
aPPropriate parts of the hierarchy and displays the term in 

then becomes the current term). 

boldface to clearly show YOU where it occurs, while leaving 0 t h ~ ~  
parts of the hierarchy unexpanded. This yields a “tisheye” view 
of the term in the hierarchy, with the parts of the hierarchy ncar ii 
expanded and the parts away from it left unexpanded. 

See [5] for a more detailed description of how the thesaurus 
browser works and how it relates to the structure of the particular 
thesaurus it displays. 

Co-occurrence list display 
The right-hand side of figure 3 shows the co-occurrence list for 
the term “deductive databases” in the concept space generated 
from the MSPEC indexing and abstracting records mentioned 
above. The terms listed at right appear in decreasing order of the 
weight of their co-occurrencc with the term ”deductive 
databases”: “database theory”, “logic programming”, and “query 
languages” are the three highest weighted co-occurring terms. 
The further down the CO-OCCurrence list a tum appears, the lcss 
oRen it occurs along with “deductive databases“ in the MSPEC 
database. 

Like the thesaurus browser, the co-c)ccurrace list browser is 
hypertextual: clicking on a t am in a co-occurrence list yields the 
weighted list for that term. Both browsen allow you to navigate 
their respective “spaces” by following links in this way. 

Sce [2] for a more detailed description of co-omrrencc lists and 
an explanation of the algorithms used to generate them. 

Comparing subject thesauri with co-occurrence lists 

Unlike a thesaurus, there is no structure to the relationships in a 
CO-OCCurrence list; only the weights of the links betwcen the co- 
occurring terms. The statistical proccduns employed to generate 
cooccurrencc lists cannot discern a tam’s meaning and scope of 
application as humans can, and thus cannot discern whether a 
term is ”broader” or “narrower” than another and assign a BT or 
NT relationship, respectively. Considering only the kinds of 
relations expressed in a subjeci thesaurus, the best that a co- 
occurrence list can manage is something like an RT (related 
term), where thcre is no discernible hierarchical relationship 
between the terms, though they are still considered to be 
associated in one way or another. Nor do CO-OCCUrrcncc lists 
make any attempt at synonym control or other kinds of 
vocabulary restriction. 

These appear as shortcomings only if you try to use co-c)ccurrcnce 
lists the same way you would use a thesaurus. A thesaurus gives 
precision to the meanings of the tams you use for retrieval, while 
a CO-OCCU~TU~CC list aids in recall by revealing the context in 
which teams are used in the collection, be they thesaurus terms or 
other “uncontrolled” terms. In this way they offer tams to use in 
searches of fields of bibliographic rccords containing unmstricted 
vocabularies, such as the title or abstract, or even to hll-text 
searching in systems that offer i t  They may also aid in searching 
the thesaurus itself by suggesting terms not visible in the 
currently displayed hierarchy. 
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Thesaurus display (partial] for 
deductive databases: 

Co-occurrence list [partial] for 
deductive databases: 

computer applications database theory 
b engineering computing logic programming 

expertsystems query languages 
handicapped aids query processing 

information saence relational databases 
b humanities knowledge based systems 

.I information systems deductive database 
objed-oriented databases 
inference mechanisms 

knowledge representation 

v database management systems 
active databases 
database machines 
dedud-ve databases 

b distributed databases 
object-oriented datab data integrity 
relational databases logic programs 
statistical databases integrity constraints 
temporal databases DATALOG programs 
very large databases knowledge bases 
visual databases query evaluation 

engineering information systems knowledge base 
geographic information systems 

deductive database system 
expert systems 
database system 
logic programming languages 
distributed databases 
deductive database systems 
transitive closure 
very large databases 

... 

Terms related to deductive 
databases: 

active databases 
DATALOG 
knowledge based systm 

query language 
class 0 
active databases 
rewrsive queries 

Ramakrishnan, R 
Henschen, L. 
Han, J. 
Subrahmanian, V. 

. I .  

Fignm 3. Compmorivc views q hesawu am. a " e n c e  lis, content for the term "deductive databases" +rangement of terms har 
&en dtemd somewhat tofacilitate comparison between lists). Lines conned terms that occur in both. 

M i e r  we suggested t hd  thesaurus terms appearing in a co-occwmnce list for a given term were akin to related terms rather than 
&roader or narrower terms. and this example illustrates such a case. AN RTs (terms listed at lower lefr under the heading "Terms related 
to deducthe darabases") are in the co-occurrence list (arguably, the term "DATALOG" occurs in the co-occurrence list as part of 
"DATA LOG programs ".) 

Recall that in the sample bibliographic record in jgwe 1. "database theory" and "infireme mechanism appear with "deduc!& 
&abases ., a subject terms used to index the recora! The qpearance of the former two terms in the c-nce list for "deductive 
databases" is in part due to their cO-OCcurrence in this inahring record. 
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The suggestion of other terms, in taking you to different parts of 
the thesaurus, can suggest yet more search terms. Figure 4 
illumtes the result of entering "inference mechanisms", 
suggcstcd by the ~ooccurrence list, into the thesaurus. You can 
play the thesaurus and the co-occurrence lists together this way to 

:t as many scarch terms related to your problem as you want. 
his is explored in the next section. 

This in turn suggests a role for co-occurrcnce lists in thesaurus 
construction, in that they can complement the work of the human 
lexicographer mentioned earlier. In the "query evaluation / query 
processing" example above, the co-occurrence list for the 
p n f d  term "qucry processing". by suggesting to the 
lexicographer a USE tracing fro= "quay evaluation". could help 
improve the synonym control provided by the thesaurus. 

@emetics 
7 artificial intelligence 

b adaptive resonance theory 
cooperative systems 
fuzzy  control 
generalisation (artificial intelligence) 
.I knowledge engineering 

belief maintenance 
explanation 
.I inference mechanisms 

case-based reasoning 
commonsense reasoning 
diagnostic reasoning 
model-based reasoning 
nonmonotonic reasoning 
spatial reasoning 
temporal reasoning 

knowledge acquisition 
knowledge representation 
knowledge verification 
tnnh maintenance 

leaming (artificial intelligence) 
... 

Figure 4. 
7qfetznce tnechanisms". 

Another term near the top of the cooccurrence list for kdeductive 
databases" is "qucry evaluation", which appears in the abstract of 
the sample bibliographic record in figure I (though it is not 
visible because it is in the bottom part of the abstract, scrolled out 
Of view). v u a y  evaluation" is not a thesaurus term, probably 
bdcause "qucry processing" c o v m  the same concept, even though 

is no USE tracing in the thesaurus from the former to the 
b. " Q u a y  evaluation" is therefore a fm-text term suggested 
by the C O - O C C U ~ C C  list which can be used in a free-text search 
to the bibliographic record. 

Partial thesaurus browser display fw the term 

deductive databases 
database theory 
query processing 
logic program mi n g 
formal logic 
recursive queries 
de d udive database 
compiled formula 
query languages 
generalized dosed world assumption 
proof procedure 
allowed databases 
negative rules 
ground clauses 
annotated logics 
... 
Nam. Y. 
Lu, J. 
Han, J. 
Barback, M. 
Toroslu, 1. 
Dong-Hoon Choi. 
Da Costa, N. 
Franzen, M. 

Figure 5. Partial co-occurrence list for   he author Hemchen, L. 

Yet another bonus of a CO-OCWTC~CC list is that, because it lists 
the context of all text itans in a colladion, it also lists the context 
of author names, as well as the author names that CO-OCCUr with 
conceptual tams, as shown at the bottom of figure 3. This is 
outside of the scope of a thesaurus, which at bcst offers named 
phenomena and devices, e.g. "de Broglie waves", "van de Graaff 
accelaators". Names include more than authors (e.g 
programming languages such as "Prolog") and other proper 
nouns. Human indexers, in attempting to include only concepts 
in subjed thesauri, leave out proper nouns, which are very useful 
&arch terms indeed! The computer programs that gencrate co- 
o c c u m c c  lists include personal names and other proper nouns 
because they can recognize strings but not the human-understood 
meanings of than. 

Having an author name in the conceptual area you are searching 
gives you a powuful search term, with which you can quickly 
gather a set of h i d u l  bibliographic records, from which in turn 
you can gather additional subject terms and keywords, as well as 
other authors. Assuming that the author has a somewhat narrow 
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march field, which is typically the cast in academic research, 
the retrieved rccord set will have good precision as well. 

One of the authors in the co-occurrence list in figure 3, 
"Hcnschcn, L.", is one of the authors of the article whose 
bibliographic rccord is in figure 1. Figure 5 illustrates the result 
of entering this author into the cooccurrence list display. 
Compare this with figure 3. In this way, and in ways 
dunonstrated above, the semantic looseness and lack of structure 
of ~~-occumncc  lists provides a powerful way to move among 
and between more structured information spaces. 

Using multiple simultaneous views 
Much can be inferred from the previous example about the 
general usefulness of having different kinds of views of a 
collection, as well as the usefulness of views that offer different 

degrees of semantic substance and structure. Rccall that the 
manual thesaurus browser arranges terms according to human 
conceptual relationships, while cooccurrencc lists show t a  
(whether in the thesaurus or not) that are contextually related to a 
given term. They arc both usefbl but for different purposes - the 
thesaurus for precision sincc the hierarchy is "correct" and the c+ 
occurrence lists for recall since they show many more terms. 

When these and other term suggestion mechanisms arc combined 
in our prototype multiple view interface, they allow you to 
quickly drag and drop t a m s  from one view to another. [4] The 
techniques for searching offered by each view are thus available 
simultaneously. It is well known in the information science 
literature that there are different kinds of search needs and that 
user behavior is best facilitated by providing different search 
interfaces tuned to each particular need. Figure 6 illustrates part 
of the session from which we gathered the previous five figures. 

Figure 6. Session screen showing actual appearance ofthesaurus and co-occurrence list displays. The keyword in context display is also 
shown. in the lower leflhand corner. 

Multiple views arc the user interface principle around which we 
arc building the prototype described in this paper. In the coming 
year we arc extending it to become the "Web interface" for the 
Digital Library Initiative (DLI) project at the University of 
Illinois a! UrbanaChampaign. This large-scale digital library 
tcstbed is building a collection of SGML documents, consisting 
of articles h m  magazines and journals in engineering and 
sciencc obtained in a dircct pipeline from major technical 
publishers. The multiple view interface will support easy 

combination of term suggestion from different sources followed 
by full-text search of the document collection. As the SGML 
collection primarily covers computer science, electrical 
engineering, and physics, we are using the MSPEC subject 
thesaurus and parts of the Dewey Decimal Classification 
supplemented with CO-OCCumnce lists from the bibliographic 
areas being covered. Since the plans in the coming three years arc 
to build a tcstbed with 100,OOO documents from many publishers 
and 100,OOO uscrs across the Big Ten universities. the extensive 
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sociological evaluation will provide a l a r g c - d e  test of the utility 
of the multiple view principle for information retrieval. Morc 
details on the DLI project are contained in [?I. 
The true utility of multiple views will only become apparent when 
we have many sources to combine scamlcssly. The DLI testbcd 
efforts will experiment with 2 or 3 sources of 2 or 3 kinds. An 
on-going experiment in the DLI research efforts (the longer-term 
portions of the project) will greatly extend this to an experiment 
with hundreds of term suggestion sources rather than just a few as 
we have now. Over the next few months, we plan to generate co- 
occurrence lists for all of engineering. Some 3 million abstracts 
from Compendex (Engineering Index), which has broad coverage 
across all of engineering, will be used as materials for the 
generation of fine-grained co-occurrcnce lists. Thcse materials 
can be thought of as I5 broad areas with 200,000 abstracts each 
(roughly the size of the MSPEC collection which covecs only 2 
anas). However, we plan to divide these along Compendac class 
code lines to get much smaller areas covered by subjects like 
"bridges" rather than the much larger ateas covend by all of civil 
engineering, for instance. This will yield hundreds of co- 
occurrence lists relevant for term suggestion across our user 
population (faculty and students in engineering at the Univasity 
of Illinois). Since the MSPEC experiment showed that 
computing a lis! for an area required roughly a day (24 hours) of 
supercomputer time, our experiment is possible only because the 
NCSA (National Center for Supercomputing Applications) is 
granting us special time on their newest computer (Convex 
Exemplar) during its testing phase. 

Dun'ng the coming year we will rewrite the DLI Web interface 
from its current implementation in Microsoft Visual Basic to a 
production version implemented in Java"". Java is a new 
protected execution environment being bundled into Web 
browsas such as Netscap.? that enablcs dynamic loading of 
programs and data across the Internet. The plan is for our Web 
interface to have generic support for tcrm suggestion in general 
and for Subject thesauri, cxwccurrcnce lists, and full-tcxt search 
in particular. When organized collections become more common 
on the Web, this leads to the possibility of dynamically loading 
the term suggcstors for all the collections desired by the user on a 
danand basis. Transparent Multiple Views will be a necessity 
when users casually puform search sessions spanning hundreds 
of thousands of finegained subject domains. The expaiments in 
the Illinois DLI project on interactive term suggestion will give 
the first taste and develop the first good technology for Search in 
the Net. 
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